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Introduction

Programme : Samuel de Champlain (volet formation)
« Identification d’inventaire de concepts dans le développement
agile »
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Objectives

• Strengthen the collaboration between INRIA/Lille (France) and 
ÉTS/UQAM (Québec).

• Create a concept inventory for learning and teaching agile 
development with OO languages.

• Improve our courses
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Team

• ÉTS (software engineering)
– Prof. Christopher Fuhrman
– Prof. Roberto Erick Lopez-Herrejon

• UQAM (neuroscience, education computer science)
– Prof. Julien Mercier

• INRIA/Lille (développement agile, orienté objet, Pharo.org)
– Prof. Stéphane Ducasse
– Dr. Guillermo Polito
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Project

Create a concept inventory (CI) for teaching OO and agile 
development methods 
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Concept inventory

• Initially proposed by physics professors, e.g., Hestenes, Wells, 
et Swackhamer (1992) : Force concept inventory (FCI)

• Standardized test
• The FCI measures the understanding of fundamental concepts 

in physics, such as force, movement and energy.
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Question 23 from the FCI (1992)

Question 23. A bowling ball accidentally falls from the cargo hold of a jetliner in flight. From
the perspective of an observer on the ground, which path will the bowling ball take after

falling from the plane? (Hestenes, Wells, et Swackhamer 1992) 7



Misconception

• Each incorrect answer choice 
appeals to a different type of 
understanding of the concept or 
reflects a common 
misconception that learners 
may hold about it.
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Example from Caceffo et al. (2019) :
int i = 0;
int sum = 0;
while (i < 10) {

sum = sum + i;
i = 1;                 // problem

}
System.out.println(sum);

Ligne 5 : bad assignment of looping variable

Example of a misconception in Java
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• Multiple-choice Quiz with 
questions about concepts

• Measurement of understanding 
of fundamental concepts by 
learners

Concept inventory
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Our project (Inria and ETS/UQAM)

• Agile development
• OO languages

– TypeScript/JavaScript
– Pharo

• Scientific validation
– Data from the MOOC Pharo (INRIA/Lille)
– Data from programming courses (ÉTS)
– Neuroscientific (cognitive) measures (UQAM)
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Methodology

• O1: Identify misconceptions
• O2: Propose a concept inventory (CI).
• O3: Deploy and validate the CI in courses.
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Workshop goals

• Identify misconceptions in SmallTalk/Pharo
– Capture in a collaborative tool
– https://notes.inria.fr/s/DIlUXSVXl
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How to find misconceptions?

• Instructors will know the “common pitfalls” from seeing them 
with students.

• Personal troubles you had initially in SmallTalk.
• A source of misconceptions comes from “interference” from 

other languages (Learning strategies and interference themes)
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